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ABSTRACT 
This paper deals with the following problem of completion of block matrices. Let 
Aij, i > j, be given matrices. Find additional matrices Aij such that the completion 
A = ( Aj j)T j= I has lowest possible rank. The structure of the set of all minimal rank 
completions is studied. Special attention is paid to the Toeplitz case together with its 
connection to the partial realization problem. 
INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we deal with the problem of minimal rank completion of 
partially defined block matrices. In this problem some entries are given, and 
one has to find the other entries such that the whole matrix has lowest 
possible rank. The problem of finding minimal rank completions (or exten- 
sions) appears in the study of minimal realizations of boundary value systems 
(see [2]). For example, for the continuous time case the problem of finding a 
minimal realization of a boundary value system with separable boundary 
conditions is equivalent to the problem of finding a minimal rank extension of 
a lower triangular part of a finite rank kernel. For discrete time systems the 
minimal realization problem may be solved by extending lower triangular 
parts of block matrices. In the papers [4] and [8] the problem of minimal rank 
extensions has been considered for lower triangular parts of arbitrary opera- 
tors (integral operators and block matrices included) relative to chains of 
projections. In these papers questions concerning uniqueness, the rank, and 
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the construction of a minimal rank extension were solved. An alternative 
method for the construction of a minimal rank extension of a lower triangular 
integral operator is described in [7]. 
In the present paper we study the set of all minimal rank completions in 
the setting of block matrices. The precise problem is the following. Let Aij, 
1~ j < i < n, be given matrices of sizes vi X p j. Finding the remaining 
matrices Ai j, 1 Q i < j < n, such that the rank of the block matrix A = 
(Aij)yj=r is as low as possible. Such an A is called a minimal rank 
completion of the given lower triangular part. We shall prove that the set of 
minimal rank extensions, viewed as a subset of C NM, where N = Xvi and 
it4 = Cpi, is the graph of a polynomial on C ‘CA), where 
n-1 j n-l II 
ktA)= C C Vi(@j+l,j+l-@j+l,j)+ C IL PiC@jj-@j+l,j) 
j=li=l j=l i=j+l 
n-1 n-1 
- C C (@j,j-@j+l,j)(Qi+l,i+l-@i+l,i) 
j=l i-j 
(0.1) 
and 
e P.4 
Also we shall describe a method to construct all minimal rank completions 
of a given lower triangular part. The above mentioned results appear in 
Section 1. 
The minimal rank completion problem is of particular interest within the 
class of block Toeplitz matrices. Given a lower triangular part of a block 
Toeplitz matrix, find all minimal rank completions which are also block 
Toeplitz. Results concerning the structure of the set of all minimal rank 
completions for this case, and a method for finding minimal rank comple- 
tions, will be derived in Section 2 of this paper. The question of minimal rank 
completions within the class of block Teoplitz matrices has close connections 
with the partial realization problem (see, e.g., [5, 6, 1, 31). In Section 3 we 
shall state the corollary of the above results for the partial realization 
problem. 
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1. MINIMAL RANK COMPLETIONS 
Let us introduce the following notions. By a n X n lower triangular block 
array A we mean a collection of matrices Ai j of size vi X p j (vi, p j >, 0), 
1~ j < i < n, arranged in the following way: 
I 
All 
A21 A22 
A= : 
i 
; ‘.. 
n-l.1 A n-1.2 ... A n-l,nm1 
A nl A n2 *.. k-1 A,, 
Let LPxn denote the set of all n X n lower triangular block arrays. For 
A E SYnxn we let A(Pq) (1~ q < p < n) denote the block matrix 
IA pl ... A \ PQ 
A(P.4) = : . . 
\ 
A;, ... A;, 
Further we let A(‘,‘) and A(“+l,“) be the zero matrix. With an element 
A E ,,‘xn we associate the two nonnegative integers I( A) and k(A), where 
k(A) is defined by (0.1) and Z(A) is defined by 
n-1 
w = 5 Q,,,- c Qp+l,p, (1.1) 
p=l p=l 
where ep q = rank A(Psq). 
Let hnXn denote the set of all n x n block matrices B = (Bij)C j_ i, where 
Bij is amatrix of size vixpj (vi,pj>O). The blockmatrix B=(Bij)~j=l~ 
tinx” is called a completion of A E 2”“’ if Bij = A,,, i > j. A completion 
B of A is called a minimal rank completion of A if among all completions of 
A the block matrix B has lowest possible rank. In [B] it has been proven that 
the rank of a minimal rank completion is precisely Z(A). For this reason we 
will refer to the number Z(A) as the minimal rank of A. The set of all 
minimal rank completions of A is denoted by M(A). The following theorem 
explains the importance of the number k(A). 
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THEOREM 1.1. Let A E _Ynx”. The set d(A) is a manifold diffeomor- 
phic to CkCA), where k(A) is defined in (0.1). In fact, A(A) seen us a 
subset of C NM, where M = C:=ipi and N = CFc=,vi, is the graph of a 
polyrwmial acting OR C k(A). 
Before proving Theorem 1.1 we make some remarks. Following [4] (see 
also [2]), an array is lower unique if it has only one minimal rank completion. 
In [4] it is proved (in the case that v,, ~1, > 0, i = I,. . ., n) that A is lower 
unique if and only if 
@i,i = @j+l, j’ iE {l,..., n}, jE {l,..., n-l}. (1.2) 
Note that if vi > 0 and p,, > 0, we have that k(A) = 0 if and only if (1.2) 
holds. Indeed, the “if” part is trivial, so let us assume that k(A) = 0. Then 
n-1 j 
O= C C Vi(@j+l,j+l-@j+l,j) 
n-l n 
+ C C [pi-(@i,i-@i.i~l)l(@j,j-@j+l,j)’ 
j=l i=j+l 
Since~i-((Qi,i-ei,i_1)~Oand~~=~vi~~l>O,wegetthat~j+,,j+,=@j+l,j 
for j=l,...,n-1. Ah0 
n-l n 
+ C C Pi(Qj,j-@j+l,j>’ 
j=l i=j+l 
Since~~-(~~,~-~~+~,~)~OaandCf=~+~~~~~~>O,wegetthat Q~,~=Q~+~,~, 
j=l ,**., n-l.Butthen~i,i=~a,i=~a,~= ... =g,,“_,=~,,..Thusforthe 
case k(A) = 0 (and vi, pLi > 0, i = l,..., n) Theorem 1.1 is a consequence of 
Theorem 5.1 in [4]. 
Note that the problem considered in this section, which concerns block 
matrices, may also be introduced as the following problem concerning scalar 
matrices. Let (Y denote an index set for a lower triangular set of entries of an 
NxM matrix, i.e.,let a~(1 ,..., N}X{l,..., M} be such that (i,j)Ea. 
i < k < N and 1~ 2 < j imply that (k, 1) E 0~. Let aij, (i, j) E a, be given 
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complex numbers. Find complex numbers ai ., (i, j) @ (Y, such that the rank 
of the matrix (aij);“c,,y=, is as low as possrb e. With the right choice of the 4 
numbers n, vi, and pj (which may be zero) this problem can always be put 
into the setting of minimal rank completions of n X n lower triangular block 
arrays. For instance, if N = M = 3 and (r = {(2,1),(3,1),(3,2),(3,3)}, one 
should choose n = 3, vi = 1, and pi = i - 1, i = 1,2,3. 
Proof of Theorem 1 .l. Let A E 9’ n Xn be given. We will view the array 
A as an N x M matrix, where N = Cy= ivi and M = Ey= lpi, of which some 
entries are specified (the ones in A,,, i >, j) and some are “unspecified,” i.e., 
these entries are free variables over C. Let ci denote the ith scalar column of 
A (i = l,..., M). For a column of c of A we denote by (c), the specified 
(given) part of the column c. Choose for p = 1,. . . , n an index set JP c 
{C~;$L~ + l,...,EJ_I~j} such that {(ci)Ji E .Z,} is a linearly independent 
set of columns an 
span{ (ci)$ E J,} $Im A(P,P-l) = Im A(P,P). 
The symbol -i- denotes a direct sum. Note that #I, = ep p - ep p_ i and 
CL= i#J, = I( A). Here and in the sequel #Z stands for the ‘number of ele- 
ments of the set 1. The rows of A are treated analogously: Let r, denote the 
ith scalar row of A (i=l,..., N). For a row r of A we denote by (r)g 
the specified part of the row r. Choose for p = 1,. . . , n an index set I, c 
{,YFtvj + 1,. . . ,E~=l~j} such that {(T~)~ 1 i E Zp} is a linearly independent set 
of rows and 
SPan((T),TI* > ~EZ~ +ImtiP +l,p)T= Im A(P.P)T. 
The superscript T denotes a transpose. Note that #I, = ep, p - ep+ i, p and 
C”,_i#Z, = Z(A). 
Choose for the unspecified entries in ci, i E J:= UF,lJp, arbitrary com- 
plex numbers. Since all the columns of A can be made to be in the span of 
{ ci ( i E _I}, one obtains a partly unspecified matrix A with the same minimal 
rank. Choose now arbitrary complex numbers for the still unspecified entries 
in ri, i E I := U;= iI,. Because of the choice of the rows r,, i E I, and since 
the minimal rank of A equals I( A) = #I, once again one does not increase the 
minimal rank. Suppose that we have chosen arbitrary complex numbers for 
these k(A) entries [referred to as the k(A) free-to-choose entries or the k(A) 
variables] in these columns and rows. 
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Introduce the following notation: 
i 
Zl\ 
CO1(Zi)f=,  ; ) 
Z,, 
Make now the following array: 
B= 
B 10 B 11 
B 20 B 21 
io kl 
? 
B 22 
B n2 . . . B n n 
B n-tl,O B ntl.1 B n+l,Z ... B n+l,n 
Z,). 
where col( Bj,)~~‘=+: consists of the columns ci, i E .Z, and col( Bi,)yz,’ consists 
of the columns ci, i E {ZQ’:/p I + 1 ,..., C~+/J~}\], for p=l,..., n. Analo- 
gously, row( B, + i j );= a consists of the rows r,, i E I, and row( Bpi)Jco consists 
of the rows ri, 1 E {C~:~vi + 1,. . . ,Q’= l~i } \ I, for p = 1,. . . , n. We have 
that Z(B) = I( A). 
Let us prove that rank B, + 1,o = I( A). For this consider the 2 X 2 comple- 
tion problem 
Cl1 ? 
c=c 
i i 21 
c > 
22 
where C,, = ~ol(Bio)r=i, Cal= B,+i,o, and Css= row(B,+i,i)y=i. Now 
rank =#J= Z(A) =#I = rank( C,, C,,). 
Since C has a completion of rank equal to Z(B) = Z(A), it follows that 
Z(C) = Z(A) and hence 
rankBn+l,o = rank C,, = rank +rank( Cs, C22) - Z(C) = Z(A) 
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Now it follows that for all fully specified submatrices of J3 containing 
B n + 1,o the rank is equal to Z(A) = 1(B). H ence, following Theorem 5.1 in [4], 
B has a unique minimal rank completion, and the unknown entries Bij, 
l<i<j<n,aregivenby 
Bij = S, 
i 
Bnj 
’ Bn+l,j 
where Si is a solution of 
(BiO 
Since 
(1.3) 
0.4) 
rank B,, 1,o = Z(A) = rank 
B 
“’ 
B nil,0 
we get that (1.4) is equivalent with 
(BiO Bjl) = Si 1 BnOB,-,‘l,O  
0 Z B n+l,O 
Since we know that (1.4) is solvable, we get that 
s, 1 BnoB21,o = 
i 1 ( * ’ 0 1 BiOB,_,'l,O)t 
where * may be chosen arbitrarily. Let us choose 0 for * . Then 
With (1.3) one concludes that the entries of B,,, 1 Q i -Z j < n, are expressed 
in terms of the k(A) free-to-choose entries via a rational expression. Since the 
k(A) variables may vary over the whole complex plane, these expressions 
should in fact be polynomial. n 
From the proof of Theorem 1.1 one deduces the following constructioll to 
obtain all minimal rank completions of A. First one finds index sets I, and 
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I,, p = I,..., n. Choose then arbitrary complex numbers for the unspecified 
entries in ci, i E Ui=,.J, =: J, and r,, i E U;=,Z, =: I. Note that the number 
of entries we choose here arbitrarily is equal to k(A). Now the rest of the 
unspecified entries are uniquely determined when making a minimal rank 
completion of A. One determines these as follows. Let c be a column which 
still has unspecified entries. The newly specified part (c),, of c is a linear 
combination of the corresponding parts of the columns ci, i E J. Let us 
denote this as 
cC)“g=( C ‘i’i) ’ 
is] “!s 
Then the column c should be chosen as 
c= CXiCi. 
iEJ 
One can also find the remaining entries via the rows of the matrix. 
EUMPLE. All minimal rank completions of 
i i 
1 0 
0 1 1 
are the matrices 
where xi EC, j = 1,2,3. 
REMARK 1.2. The last sentence in Theorem 1.1 states that with 
an appropriate arrangement of the scalar positions of elements of fin’” 
we have that M(A) ( c cNM) is the set 
I(x 1)“‘~ %k(A)y Pl (x 1,***>xk(A) ,...> ) 
x PNM-k(A) (x l,...,Tk(A)))ITjEC,j=l,...,k(A)}, 
where pi, j = 1,. . . , NM - k(A), are polynomials. Some of the pi are con- 
stant polynomials. Among them are those corresponding to the given scalar 
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entries (in A,,, i 2 j). Using the equation Bij = BiOB;+!i,aBn+i, j (i < j), 
which one obtains from (1.3) and (1.5), one can show that the variables 
x,,r=l,..., k(A), appearing in the polynomials pi,. . . , pNMptcAj have expo- 
nent equal to 1 or to 0. Indeed, each X, appears at most once in the matrices 
‘iot B,+i,o, and %+I j’ So each scalar entry in B,,, being a linear combina- 
tion of determinants’of submatrices of B,,+l,o, contains no powers of X, 
higher than one. 
Next we make some remarks concerning restrictions of matrices in 
connection with minimal rank completions. Note that the order of the scalar 
rows and columns within a block row or a block column does not play any 
role in the minimal rank completion problem. Now, if one has a minimal rank 
completion and one omits scalar columns from the right side (with freedom in 
the order within one block column), then the remainder is a minimal rank 
completion of the corresponding given part. A similar remark holds when one 
leaves out rows from the top. One can check this by just comparing the ranks, 
as was done in Propositions 5.1 and 5.2 in [8], where this was proved when 
one leaves out whole blocks. One cannot leave out columns and rows at 
random and always obtain a minimal rank completion for the remaining 
given part. For instance, consider the following given part: 
Putting a 1 as the unspecified entry, one obtains a minimal rank completion 
for the whole given part. If one leaves out the first column, however, then the 
rank is as low as possible only when one chooses 0 for the unspecified entry. 
The converse, making a minimal rank completion for the whole matrix by 
making minimal rank completions step by step for submatrices, works when 
one goes from bottom to top and from left to right. That this works with 
whole blocks is proved in Propositions 5.1 and 5.2 in [8]. Again this scalar 
version is proved by just checking the ranks. Doing it randomly, however, 
gives problems, as the following example shows. Consider 
For a minimal rank completion of the last two columns one chooses for the 
unspecified entry any complex number, but in order to make a minimal rank 
completion for the whole the unspecified entry should be a 0. So one cannot 
pick just any minimal rank extensions for the last two columns in order to 
make a minimal rank extension for the whole matrix. 
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Let A E Ynxn; then Theorem 1.1 shows that each unknown scalar entry 
of B, where B varies over the set M(A), being a polynomial in k(A) 
variables, is either uniquely determined (corresponding to a constant polyno- 
mial) or varies over the whole complex plane. For the case n = 2, vi = 1, and 
p2 = 1 this was already noted by R. E. Kalman [6]. 
COROLLARY 1.3. Let A E zpnxn be given, and let ps, denote the map 
from WX” to C, which maps a block matrix onto the (s, t)th scalar entry of 
the matrix. Then p,,(Jl( A)) is a singleton, or p,,( .M( A)) = 43. 
2. THE TOEPLITZ CASE 
By an n x n lower triangular block Toeplitz array A we mean a collection 
of matrices A-i,..., A_, of size v X p, arranged in the following way: 
I 
A -1 
A -2 A -1 
A= ; ; ‘.. 
A -n+l A pn+2 ‘.. A -1 
A --n A -n+l .*. A A-, -2 
Let Liqxn denote the set of all n X n lower triangular block Toeplitz arrays. 
Note that zqx” c ZnXn, so for any A E 6pT” ‘” the block matrix Acpq), 9 < 
p, and the number Z(A) are well defined. In this section the following 
nonnegative integer will play a role. Define for A E zTX” the number 
m(A) by 
44) = i k?p,p - 4,,,-1)b?p,,- @p+l,pL 
p=l 
where, as before, for 1 Q 9 Q p < n, 
/A_, +.. A pp+q-1 
QP.9 
= ra& A(P,q) = rank I 
A:,, a.. A_,;,_, 
(2.1) 
and el,o = 0 = a,+~,~. 
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We want to embed an array AELY~~” into a (n+l)X(n+l) block 
matrix. Let us denote the set of block matrices B = ( Bij)E j=o with Bij an 
v x p matrix by !4(“+1)x(“+1). The block matrix B = (Bij)l j=o E Q(“+l)x(“+l) 
is called a completion of A E 9’; Xn if Bjj = Aj_i, 0 < j’ < i < n. Note that 
the embedding (as indicated by the indices in A) is of a different type than 
in Section 1: in Section 1 the array corresponds to the lower triangular part 
(main diagonal included) of the block matrix, but here the array corresponds 
to the strict lower triangular part of the block matrix. A completion B of A is 
called a Toeplitz minimal rank completion of A if among all completions the 
rank of B is as low as possible and Z? is also block Toeplitz (i.e., Bij = Bi + i, j+ 1 
for all admissible i and j). The set of all Teoplitz minimal rank completions 
of A will be denoted by AT(A). We have the following theorem, which, 
among others, states that Mr( A) # 0. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let A E Yqx”. Then .MT(A) is a manifold diffeomor- 
phic to Cm(*), where m(A) is defined in (2.1). In fact, MT(A) seen as a 
subset of C cn+ l‘)zvP is the graph of a polyrwmial acting on Cm(*). 
We will not prove Theorem 2.1 in all detail. We will, however, give a 
procedure how to construct all Toeplitz minimal rank completions and 
explain along the way the main idea of the proof. 
Let us describe a construction for obtaining all Toeplitz minimal rank 
completions of a given Toeplitz array. So, let A E 9;x”. Let us view the 
array A as embedded in an (n + l)v x (n + 1)~ matrix of which some entries 
are specified (the ones in A,, p < 0) and some are “unspecified,” i.e., these 
entries are free variables over C. As in Section 1, let ci denote the ith scalar 
column and ri the ith row of the (n + 1)v X (n + 1)~ matrix. The specified 
(given) part of a column c or row r we denote by (c), and (T)~, respectively. 
Choose an index set Jic {l,...,p} such that {(ci)pliEJ1} is a basis for 
A(‘,‘). Further, choose inductively for p = 2,. . . , n an index set Jr, c 
{(P - 1)cL + 19 . . . > P/J 1 
{( ci), 1 i E I,} is a linearly 
such that lp-p (:= {j-p~j~Ep})~Jp_l, 
independent set of columns, and 
Span{ (ci)gli E lP} iIm A(P,P-l) = Im A(P*P). 
So compared to the sets Jp we obtain in Section 1, these sets J, have as an 
extra property that .Zp - ~1 C Jr, _ i. It is possible to choose Ji, . . . , J,, ~ 1 in such 
a way, since the array A is Toeplitz. For the rows we make index sets I,, 
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p=l ,a.., n, analogously. Choose I, c { nv + 1,. . . ,(n + l)u} such that 
{(ri)z 1 i E Z,} is a basis for Im A(“,“)? Further, choose inductively for 
p=n-1 ,..., 1 an index set Z,C {p~+l,..., (p+l)v} such that Z,+VC 
Z p+ r, {( ri)g ] i E I, } is a linearly independent set of rows, and 
span{ (r,)lli E ZP) -i-Im A(p+l,p)T= Im A(p3p)T. 
In [l] a similar procedure of picking out column and row indices is described 
in the setting of Hankel arrays. Let us consider the picture of a block matrix 
shown in Figure 1. The grey strict lower triangular part corresponds to the 
specified part (the array A). The cross-hatched columns and rows correspond 
to the columns ci, i E J := Ui=,_Z,, and rows ri, i E Z := U~=iZ,. If we were 
in the situation where we should make just any (not necessarily block 
Toeplitz) minimal rank completion, the cross-hatched part in the upper 
triangle would have been free to choose. But as it is now, we want to make a 
block Toeplitz minimal rank completion T = (Tj_i)t j=. of A. Let us start by 
constructing To. For this we look at all the places where TO should appear and 
make an arbitrary choice for the entries of To which are free to choose in all 
of these places. We get the picture for To shown in Figure 2. The cross-hatched 
part stands for the entries which are free to choose in all the places of To. 
Make an arbitrary choice for them. We claim now that the rest of To is 
FIG. 1. 
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FIG. 2. 
uniquely determined. Let us illustrate this on the 4 X 4 example, i.e., 
/ TO T, Ts T3 \ 
T r, Tl T, 
T=T-lT T 
-2 -1 0 Tl 
\ T-3 T-2 T-1 To/ 
corresponds to Figure 1. Partition To as a 4~ 4 block matrix suggested by 
Figure 2. So To = (Zij)f, j-1, and the matrices Z,,, Z,,, Z,,, Z,,, Z, and 
Z, correspond to the cross-hatched part. Further, Z,, is of size (Y - #Z3) x 
#&, 2, is of size (#Zs -#I,) X (#J2 - #J3), 2, is of size (#I, - #Zr) X (#II 
- #J2), and Z, is of size #I, X(p -#.ll). Now the (1,l)th place in T (the 
left upper comer) determines Z, uniquely. To see this look at the first block 
column of T and leave out the v -#Z, scalar rows corresponding to 
(Zij)fC, ;=r. So one has 
’ (%l 242 x43 
T -1 
T -2 
\ 
T -3 
with Z, unspecified. Since 
> L 
=: 
I 
‘3’ 1 T(l) 
T(l) 
rank 
-1 
= rank 
T”1 
T(r) 
-2 T”; 
= rank 
T!‘A, 
I 
T”{ 73% 
-2 
Tel T(2) 
-2 
T”; 7”2, 
-3 
\ 
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Theorem 5.1 in [4] yields that a minimal rank completion for this part is 
uniquely determined. Thus Z,, is uniquely determined. Analogously one 
proves that Z,, is uniquely determined on the (4,4)th place of T. But then 
Xi2 and Z, are uniquely determined on the (3,3)th place in T. And finally 
the remaining (Xii);= r,i=a are uniquely determined on the (2,2)th spot of T. 
So taking the intersection of the set of all free to choose entries in the places 
where To appears when making any minimal rank completion gives the set 
which is free to choose when making T,. This principle works for all T,, 
p > 0. Counting the number of entries which are free to choose, one finds the 
number m(A). 
COROLLARY 2.2. The array A E YFx” (n > 2) has a unique Toeplitz 
minimal rank completion if and only if for xnne p E { 1,. . . , n - l} we have 
that 
Proof. If Z(A) = 0 the statement is trivial, so suppose that I( A) # 0. The 
situation that A has an unique block Toeplitz minimal rank completion 
corresponds to the situation when m(A) = 0 (use Theorem 2.1). Since the 
numbers Q, 4 - Q, ~ _ 1 = #Vq form a descending sequence, and the numbers 
e - e4 + r, b = #Z, form an ascending sequence, we have that m(A) = 0 if 
ai; only if max{ q IQ, -Q~,~_~#O} <min{qI$,,-g,+,,,-fO}. If this is 
the case, one should choose in (2.2) the integer p equal to max{ q 1 Q~,~ - 
Q,, 4 _ r f O}. Conversely, if (2.2) holds, then ep, p = Q, + r, p = ep + r, p + r and 
m4ql@w - eq,q-l+O} ~p<min{qle,,,-e,+l,,#O}. n
Note the difference between this result and the uniqueness result in 
Section 1, where an equation like (2.2) should hold for all relevant p. 
Let A E 2;.“. Since the set &r(A) can be seen as the graph of a 
polynomial, we have that if we look at a fixed scalar position of B, where B 
varies over the set MT(A), its value either is constant or varies over the 
whole complex plane. The precise statement is the following. 
COROLLARY 2.3. Let A E 5~‘~~” be given. Let p,, be the map j&n 
Q(“+l)x(“+ ‘) to C, which maps a block matrix onto the (r, s)th scalar entry 
of the matrix. Then p,,(.M,(A)) = C or prs(dT( A)) is a singleton. 
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Of course there are different ways to embed a lower triangular block 
Toeplitz array into a block Teoplitz matrix. For instance, consider the array 
I 
co 
c-1 co 
cc ; ; *.. 
c_ n+2 C-*+3 ... co 
C -n+l C -n+2 .** c co -1 
where C,, p G 0, is of size v X p, and let us embed this array into a n X n 
block matrix (Bij)r j=l in such way that Cj_i = II,,, 1 G j G i < n. Note that 
this problem is a new problem. The principles, however, stay the same, and 
one can prove analogous results. Let us denote the set of all Toeplitz 
completions B = (Bj_ ,)r j=l of C with minimal possible rank by Xr(C), i.e., 
The results are the following. 
THEOREM 2.4. Let C E 9pXn. Then NT(C) is a manifold diffeomor- 
phic to C”(C), where 
aduP, = rank C(p,q). In fact, JV~( C) seen as a subset of Q: n2Vp is the graph 
of a pdlynomial acting on 62 @). 
COROLLARY 2.5. The array C E 9’; Xn (n > 2) has a unique Toeplitx 
minimal rank completion (i.e., NT(C) is a singleton) if and only if for some 
p E {l,..., n-l} wehuvethat 
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COROLLARY 2.6. Let C E P’:Xn be given. Let p,, be the map from 
Qnx” to Q= which maps a block matrix onto the (r, s)th scalar entry of the 
matrix. Then p,,(NT(C)) = Q: or p,,(XT(C)) is a singleton. 
Throughout the paper we restrict the attention to (block) matrices over 
the field of complex numbers, but all results in this and the preceeding 
section except Corollaries 2.3 and 2.6 directly go through for (block) matrices 
over an arbitrary field. Note that in Corollaries 2.3 and 2.6 it is used that the 
range of any polynomial on C ’ is either a singleton or the whole complex 
plane. In order to prove Corollary 1.3 for an arbitrary field one should take 
Remark 1.2 into account. 
3. CONNECTIONS WITH THE PARTIAL REALIZATION PROBLEM 
Let M,,..., M, be a given finite sequence of Y X p matrices. A system 
Z =(A, B,C) of matrices, where A, B and C are matrices of sizes I X 1, 
1 x p, and v x 1, respectively, is called a realization of M,, . . . , M, if 
CA’-‘B = M 
i, i=l,...,n. 
The space C ’ on which A acts is called the state space of the realization 1. 
If Z = (A, B, C) is a realization of M,, . . . , M, and S is invertible, then 
(S- ‘AS, S’B, CS) is also a realization of M,, . . . , M,, which is called similar 
to the realization Z. Note that similar realizations have the same state space 
dimension. Following [3], we call the smallest possible state space dimension 
of a realization of M,, . . . , M, the degree of M,, . . . , M, [notation: 
WM i,. . . , M,)]. A realization of M,, . . . , M, is called minimal if its state 
space dimension is equal to the degree of M,, . . . , M “. The problem of partial 
realization, which was introduced by R. E. Kalman in [S], consists of finding 
all minimal realizations of M,, . . . , M,. 
Let us make the connection with the minimal rank completion problem 
considered in the previous section. Consider the Toeplitz array 
Mn 
M n-l M” 
. . 
ME; : . . I (3.1) M, M, ..’ M, M, M, ... M,_, M, 
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There is a l-l correspondence between the set of nonsimilar minimal realiza- 
tions of M,, . . . , M, and the set of Teoplitz minimal completions of M (in the 
sense of Section 2). So the array corresponds to the strict lower triangular 
part of the completion. In one direction the correspondence is simple: If 
Z = (A, B, C) is a minimal realization of M,, . . . , , then the matrix 
(cAj-i+nB)t j=O is a Toeplitz minimal rank completion for M, and similar 
minimal realizations give the same Toeplitz minimal rank completion. The 
other direction is more involved. For this we refer to [l] and [3], together 
with the remark that by reversing the order of the rows of the Toeplitz array 
M in (3.1) one obtains a Hankel array. We now have the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 3.1. Let M,,. . . , M, be given v X ~1 matrices. The set 
-4Ml,..., M,,)c~I~=~C"~" defined by 
((cW~B)~=,I(A,B,C) is a minimal realiuztion of M,, . . M, i 
is a manifold diffeomorphic to Q= m(M’ Here M is the array in (3.1), and 
m(M) is defined in (2.1). In fact, A( M,, . . . , M,) seen as a subset of Q: x is 
the graph of a polynomial acting on c”‘c”‘. 
The case when there is only one minimal realization (up to similarity) 
corresponds to the case that m(M) = 0. With Corollary 2.2 one sees that this 
is the case if and only if for some p E {l,...,n - 1) we have that 
This is an equivalent version of the characterization of uniqueness of minimal 
realizations (up to similarity) given in Theorem 2.l(iii) in [l]. 
The author wishes to thank M. A. Kaashoek fm many valuable discus- 
sions on the subject of this paper. 
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